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Symbol of quality and reliability

Spare parts, Service & Modifications
Spare parts
Good technical service is essential. That is why Universal Corrugated is keeping a broad range of spare parts on
stock, both for stackers as well as for all other Universal Corrugated machine types. The genuine, top quality
spare parts are exclusively available through our spare parts department only. We provide reliable and fast
delivery.
Our spare parts department can be contacted for questions or support at any time. Please don’t hesitate to
contact us in order to be at your service.

Service
Your Universal Corrugated machines can receive a survey of the wear-and-tear parts, which are recommended
by our experienced service department, to be replaced. This will lead to an improvement of the production
quality, reduction of production expenses as well as security of the machine.
After the service visit you will receive a detailed report with the technical
evaluation of your specific machine. Based on that, advised adjustments can
be discussed and sceduled. It is also possible to arrange a service contract
for a certain timeframe. This will provide you with a regular check-up and
fine adjustment of your machine. Also 24 hour support can be provided
within this service contract.

Service Contract

This service contract is made between
Universal Corrugated B.V.
Königweg 8
NL- 7602 CX Almelo

Contents of the contract according to tariff B:
2 (or more) service visits a year
-

to be called contractor
and

-

-

to be called customer
Contract number: xxxxx.xxxxx

The price for a service visit by a supervisor, based upon a visit on Friday/
Saturday
according to tariff A of B amounts to:

Contents of this contract:
This service contract contains a regular service by the contractor, existing of providing a
supervisor / electrical engineer.
The customer has to decide whether tarrif A is sufficient or whether he also profits the
additional advantages of tarrif B.

EURO

1 service visit a year
-

EURO

Arrival and departure of a supervisor against the actual hour tarrif for
a mechanical engineer according to the actual field service tarrif,
without additional charges, also during the weekend.
Observation of the machine during production
Judgement of the technical status of the machine
Small re-adjustments at the machine
If desired, instructions or education of the maintenance personell
If desired, modem support during the visit.
The making of a service report including offer for new spare parts
If desired, adjustment of the documentation
All labour against the field service tariffs of the contractor
The contractor calculates the customer a fix price, if desired.
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,-

for compairison:
The basis price per service visit without service contract and its prestations,
based upon a visit on Friday/Saturday at your works and according the
Universal field service tariffs, amounts to:

Contents of the contract according to tariff A:

The decision about the replacement of the wear– and tear parts and the
eventual support by Universal Corrugated is up to the customer. Please
contact our service department in order to discuss all possible solutions for
your specific situation.

All prestations of tariff A.
If mechanical or electrical personel of the contracter is desired by the
customer for the execution of the points mentioned in this service
report, then the same favourable travelling expenses are applicable as
during the service visit and working hours according to the hour tariff of
a mechanical engineer.
The arrival and departure by an software engineer during a service visit
will be calculated according to the hour tariff of a supervisor according
the field service tariffs, without additional expenses, also during the
weekend.
For the ordering of material, modifications or machines, which are the
direct result of the service visit or service report and which we will
receive within 4 weeks after receipt of the service report by the
customer, you will receive a discount of 5%.

,-

The duration of the service visit is standard 10 hours, of which 2 hours has to
take place on a production day, for observation of the machine under
production.
On the following day without production the inspection as well as small
adjustments will be executed.
The service visits will take place
-times per contract year and are planned
for the months
and
. Furthermore it is possible to make a short-term
appointment with our service department. Should Universal not respect the
number of visits per year agreed upon, then 50% of the standard price for a
service visit will be charged to Universal.
The service department of the contractor will contact the customer four
weeks before the period agreed upon, to discuss further visiting details.
The service department of the contractor will contact the customer four
weeks before the period agreed upon, to discuss further visiting details.
The service department of the contractor will contact the customer four
weeks before the period agreed upon, to discuss further visiting details.
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Modifications
All existing machines, whether Universal Corrugated brand or not, might require a modification in order to
meet the micro-flute requirements, raise the capacity, reduce production losses and stand-still times. Based
on typical customer requirements, all possible modifications are described in our specific modification
brochure. Please contact our service department in order to discuss all possibilities for your specific situation.

Anti Skew Knife Exit Conveyor

Separation conveyor with vacuum bar
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